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Fidelity Investments estimates that a 65-year-old couple retiring this year will need $240,000 to cover future 
medical costs. That figure doesn’t include the high cost of long-term care. Out of fear and lack of information, 
employees make decisions which are costly as they approach retirement. Moving to a Medicare-based program 
can benefit both the employer and employees.

REDUCE RETIREMENT HEALTH EXPENSES

FOR MEDICARE ELIGIBLE CLIENTS

ACTUAL EXAMPLEEMPLOYER-RELATEDEMPLOYEE-RELATED

Employee buys Medicare & a supplemental 
plan which typically provides:

■ Lower out of pocket cost
■ Broader coverage terms
■ Larger network of providers

Employees who have attained Medicare age 
drive up cost of the company sponsored 
plan for two reasons.  First, premiums are 
tied to the dates of birth of the employees. 
Second, Medicare eligible employees tend to 
have more claims which negatively impact 
renewals.

Company founder and spouse retired after 
65 years and stayed on the employer plan for 
several years.

Moving to Medicare Supplement 
Insurance helped him:

1. Improve coverage benefits
2. Broaden the network of providers
3. Save the company $17,000 per year
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EXAMPLE : PAUL AND FLORENCE C.
For Illustrative Purposes Only

Group Plan Medigap Plan F*

Monthly Premiums $2,080 $775

Annual Deductibles  $0/$5,000 $0

Doctor Copays $30/$50 $0

Hospital Copays $500/5 days $0

Maximum Out-of-Pocket $12,000/ $10,000 NA

RX Copays Vary by Plan Vary by Plan

Hospital Networks Regional National

Doctor Network Vary by Plan National

Annual Cost $26,960 $9,300

Annual Savings: $17,000

*Plan F pays 100% of deductible and copays imposed by Medicare

No one is entitled to rely on upon. See benefits highlight for your group plan, Medicare Handbook, and Medigap outline of coverage for full plan benefits. An 
employer cannot force or coerce an employee to withdraw form the employer-sponsored plan. But the employer can provide access to information to assist the 
employee in marketing an informed decision.

For more information on Withum’s Insurance Advisory Services, please contact 
Anthony Sardis at asardis@withum.com or call (732) 668 7144.


